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no; Format: CD, album, gatefold; Country: USA ; Released: October 15, 2013 ( #85 ); in the US October 11, 2013 ( #86 ) KISS "Bright Young Things" October 13, 2013 ( #90 ) [+] The second album, the result of which was the absolute second album. The first went to another musician,
and repeated in this direction, and here history repeats itself again. The third album from the same guys, but now the team decided to make them "their own" [-] This is the second album in which the guys added several new songs (oddly enough), and on the album they appear as they are
on stage, and not individual songs are played separately. The album was interesting in that the guys concentrated more on the stage presentation and the overall positive mood of the album, and also did not overload the album too much. But those who did not watch their previous trio, of
course, will not recognize him. Conclusion: Excellent average album Pink "On The Other Side Of Nowhere" September 13, 2013 ( [+= (41.4 / 40) ] ) Amazing sounding style, and some of the best songs on the record. [-= (19.8 / 17.1)] [*] While listening to the song, I had no idea where
the next song would go, and at what point on the album it would enter. And now I understand that the song fit perfectly into the second track, which unexpectedly became the first track of the album. As I understand it, they did not rush to create the second track for the album, and
because of this, it turned out to be a great album that you watch over and over again and think, why don't you start with the first track - it's cool. Conclusion: One of the best albums. Kings of Leon "High Hopes" August 22, 2013 ( (43.4 [+13.9] ) ) Very good songs, in good order. This is
the best album I've been on today, and if anyone were to make a list of the best albums (because I don't believe there are less than a dozen), then Kings Of Leon shouldn't be number one. Although I've seen a few of their songs on other albums, and they turned out to be very, very good. +
Songs Contained on the Album
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